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Your Context 

 
Please give brief information about your context 
 
Your personal experience 
 
My name is Rani and I am working as an ICT teacher in Indus international school from past 5 
years. I have done my B.Sc in Science and MCA in Computer Science. I have started with my 
career as a compute designer then switched over to teaching. I have attended a number of IB-
MYP workshops in teaching and learning, critical thinking, PBL, etc. I am a specialist in the field 
of multimedia, animation and web development. I have Integrated my rich experience of 
graphic and design into the schools MSP ICT curriculum. 

 
Your role and responsibilities 
 
My role as an ICT teacher is to design, develop, integrate and train students of MSP the skill of 
ICT both in Adobe and Microsoft. I am responsible for building 21st century learning skills for 
the group of students I teach. I run a professional 3D animation course using 3dx Max, Maya D 
and Auto CAD in the Multimedia Club. 

 
Your institution 
 
My school is an international school following PYP, MSP, IGCSE & IBDP and is more focused on 
“Creating Leaders for tomorrow”, and we believe in holistic learning. Our school has an 
excellent infrastructure with state of art technology consisting of WIFI, Smartboard, Projectors 
and high speed LAN. Technology plays a vital role in our curriculum and we have successfully 
implemented OLPC (one laptop per child). 

 
Your learners 
 
My learners are students of MSP and IGCSE. In each class we have 25 students a mixed group 
of ESL, Gifted students and SEN students. The students are quite Tech Savvy and they make 
extensive use of Technology/ICT integration across all subjects. Grade 6 students get well 
versed in web development using Dreamweaver, Grade 7 graphic design using Photoshop, 
Grade 8 2D Animations using Flash. 
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Part A 

Step A  Evaluating the effectiveness of ICT in supporting teaching and learning 

  Occasion 1 

  Whole group teaching 

 
Evaluate the impact of the use of ICT on meeting specified learning outcomes 

The whole group lessons in module 2 were creating a certificate using MS-Word, and creating 
path animation for exploring the “world famous travellers and voyagers” using Adobe Flash. I 
would relate this outcome of this lesson to (Kolb) Experiential learning where students concrete 
experience (or “DO”), reflective observation (or “OBSERVE”), abstract conceptualization (or 
“THINK”), active experimentation (or “PLAN”). This method is very effective and makes very 
good impact. Using ICT in teaching can enhances the quality of teaching and can improve the 
learning outcomes. It saves a lot of time for the teachers to reuse the same material again and 
again. ICT lesson that makes use of the different senses for learning (visual, sound, picture 
etc), the outcome will goes into long-term memory.   

 
Compare the way in which a whole group learning session worked out with the way in which a non-
ICT learning session with the same group could have operated 
In non ICT class, students get to see only a colour or a black and white picture with some text, 
question and answer interactions with the peers and teachers.  In the use of ICT students are 
able to explore and experience the context and the concept. They can visualise with colours, 
images, sound and animations. Manual drawing will never be as impressive as a colourful 
printout form of a Word certificate. Learning cycles, active experimentation, learning styles, 
reflective observation, concrete experience and abstract conceptualization will differ with both 
teaching and learning and the this method will be more fruitful for teachers and students. 

 
Review the benefits to teacher and learners of the use of ICT 
Teachers can get quality output from students which can be used for exhibition or to show the 
work of the students to their parents and peers. By breaking down the concepts into smaller 
modules help the teachers could make the students in better understanding. This kind of 
learning could get an impressive output. 
  
For the “Explorer animation” the students get to see visually the world map, pin point the 
destination of the travelling places and also helps to draw the path of route map. When 
students convert this into an animation the learning outcome gets into the long term memory.  
  
ICT provides a holistic perspective that combines experience, perception, cognition, and 
behaviour.  
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Review any disadvantages of the use of ICT 
1. More mentoring and maintenance problem. When all other classes can be handled by single 

teacher, an effective class with ICT integration will requires a technical assistant. When ICT 
tips are been taught when the teacher is trouble shooting some errors with one child the 
rest of them would turn out to be restless and get distracted.  

2. Its takes time to produce the outcome   

 
Identify any improvements that could be made for future learning sessions with whole groups 
1. Creating Certificates could also be experimented in professional softwares such as Adobe 

Photoshop or Microsoft publisher.   
2. Given the time and knowledge of 3D application, the multimedia students can experiment 

the exploring of the globe in 3D prospective.  
3. With voluntary support from parents or having a lab assistant could help individual attention 

for a whole group. 
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Step A  Evaluating the effectiveness of ICT in supporting teaching and learning 

  Occasion 2 

  Small group/individual learning 

 
Evaluate the impact of the use of ICT on meeting specified learning outcomes 
In the small group (ICT integrated lesson) in Module-2, was creating a “Travel brochure” using 
Photoshop and identify the input and output devices in a clip and titling them. This goes well 
with on (Bruner) Discovery learning theory.  This provides inquiry-based constructively learning 
in a problem solving situation. In this the students practice on their prior experience and 
existing knowledge’s and discovers new relationships, facts and new truths.  

 
Compare the way in which the small group/individual learning session worked out with the way in 
which a non-ICT learning session with the same group or individuals could have operated 

In an ICT learning environment, students interact with World by exploring and manipulating 
objects. Their output is based on discovery learning, problem based or project-based learning, 
incidental learning, guided discovery and simulation based learning, sharing their views and 
ideas with each other.  The activities of creating Travel brochure using Adobe Photoshop and 
movie titling could only be experimented using ICT.  The learning skills developed in this, differ 
with the ones that are without the use of ICT. Students get to lean and practice ICT skills to 
use the graphic editing tools in Photoshop and Movie editing tools in Premier.  They are able to 
develop their graphic and design skills which would not be possible without using ICT 
integration. As the students are able to focus centrally on the lesson for a period of time the 
learning becomes a lifelong learning. 

 
Review the benefits to teacher and learners of the use of ICT 
Teachers are able to mould learning experience based on the requirements of individual 
students, they are able to promote students motivation and actively engage/encourage 
students in active participations.  Students are able to exercise autonomy, responsibility and 
independence and are able to develop their creativity and problem solving skills. 

 
Review any disadvantages of the use of ICT 
The disadvantages are teachers may fail to detect problems and misconceptions. All teachers 
and students may not have the required skill to use Photoshop or Premier. It would take some 
time to teach them the skill before they start putting them to practice. Students may lead to 
creation of cognitive overload and potential misconceptions. 

 
Identify any improvements that could be made for future learning sessions with small groups / 
individuals 
The tools of Photoshop and Movie editor teach many other topics in almost all subjects. The 
outcome of the work has done by the students can be centrally stored in the school server for 
all the students to view or it could be stored on the web server for interacting with other school 
locally and internationally. 
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Step B  Interact with colleagues to share ideas for improvement 

 
(approximately 400 words) 
 
Reflection upon own findings and possible impact upon own learning session planning as a result of 
the observation session 
 
Being a Master in computer, I would be able use and implement several software and hardware 
in teaching and learning.  Taking the consideration of been good digital citizenship in a Indian 
environment with only paper licence of MS-Office limits the use of other softwares.  The cost 
and budget consideration of school and intuitions we as teacher need to find the best from MS-
Office and the world of what Internet can offer for free. 
 
MS-office can give most of the features and need not necessary to use any other software 
which gives the same features. For example, MS-Publisher creates certificate, invitation card, or 
any other design. The Ms-Word can give more facilities like using front cover, different 
templates, and macros but no one is aware of all these features. In my observation, the 
teachers are using only general tools available on the MS-Word. Teachers have lost some of the 
ICT tools that have a lot with respect to teaching and learning. Teachers can make use of mail 
merge for reporting, feedback, check list and many others. 
 
  In most of the topic, the teachers are comfortably using PowerPoint presentation with pictures 
and movies and it is a better way of teaching and learning. Because the explanation about the 
topics are less and more pictures and sometimes movies. This type of teaching can get full 
attention of the learners. 
   
In my observation I have noticed that teacher are using Ms-Word for creating marks card, 
actually they can use MS-Excel to do the marks card for total, average and percentage. They 
need not to learn the formulas nor functions to do this but they can use some default functions 
available on excel and it is very simple also can finish their entire marks card and percentage 
graph in a short time.  
 
 Most of the teachers were inco-operating internet into their teaching lessons. It is a very good 
approach when they are creating any presentations. While creating Powerpoint presentations 
they use online YouTube downloader to download their movies and use Google for images and 
searching the topics. It is also very important that the teachers are not using much their time 
to explore internet. Google itself is having many facilities for different subject teachers like 
Google map, Google earth, Google Sketchup, translator, scholars, lab etc. 
  
And it is not necessary to use ICT in all learning sessions but it is very important for the 
teachers to remember that how they can incorporate ICT which can help the students in their 
learning. 
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Evidence of Observation or Professional Dialogue 

Provide evidence of notes you made during the lesson observation or professional dialogue with another colleague 
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Step C  Engage in professional growth and leadership 

 
Personal reflection upon feedback received, evaluation of comments and modification of future plans 
 
Presentation was made in terms of different tools that can be used ICT integration and open 
sources curriculum website where teachers can share their resources for student. These have 
received a number of good feedbacks both orally and by email. Some of the email is rooted 
through the head of department.  The presentation of the ICT integration to the principal of 
Indus community school was approved and training program of the same was given to the 
teacher who found it very important for their subjects’ integration.  I had also made a 
walkthrough and observation of class which I found was quit fruitful and beneficial to students. 
 I found that student were very comfortable in using the same and were learning an interesting 
way.   
  
The greatest break I got through is the presentation of the open source curriculum. It was 
approved by the principal and I have conducted a series of classes for the teachers who in turn 
created their departmental websites using online free Weebly website provider. I created the 
central drivers website in a paid site and connected all the other site address into them. The 
feedback received from teacher was that they found it easy to have their resources stored 
centrally so that it can be accessed from anywhere. Students and parents found it a good 
initiative of teachers as they were able to gain access their notes, question banks, homework 
and classroom presentation from their home. The principal and coordinators found that it was 
very helpful as the number of calls from parents and students had reduced due to the FAQ been 
put in the websites. 
  
There were concerns that, the teachers were unable to upload, huge files of clips and 
presentations, this is because Weebly is a free site it provides limited free space. The other 
concern was the number and quality of advertisement that came up in the web site which was a 
distraction. This problem can be overcome by having a paid site in future. The other issue that 
appeared was to upload past paper for student access which was turned down by the head of 
department because of copywrite issues. 
  
The future plans are to move all the websites into the paid site. Skydrive would be created in 
the site and with the help of user name and password students would be able to upload their 
homework and marked assignments to put it up for parents to view it. 
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Engage in Professional growth and leadership 

Insert the typed report or the multimedia presentation you presented to line managers 
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OPEN SOURCE TEACHER WEB SITE – CREATED OUT OF  OUR PROFESSIONAL DILOGUE. 

http://www.indusblr.net/  
Eng-IGCSE  

 
http://indusbangaloreenglishcorner.weebly.com/ 

Eng-MSP 

 
http://englishisfunatindusbangalore.weebly.com/ 

ESL-MSP 

  
http://eslatindusbangalore.weebly.com/ 

French 

  
http://lefrancaisencouleurs.weebly.com/ 

French 

  
http://rendez-vouswithsusanna.weebly.com/

Chem-IGCSE/MSP 

 
http://educationatiisb.weebly.com/ 
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Physics 

  
http://explorephysicsatindus.weebly.com/ 

Bio-MSP  

 
http://bio4indusbangalore.weebly.com/ 

Bio-IGCSE 

  
http://redflamingo.weebly.com/ 

Maths-MSP 

 
http://middleschoolmath-indusbangalore.weebly.com/ 

Maths-IGCSE/DP 

 
http://seniorschoolmath-indusbangalore.weebly.com/

MSP-Humanities 

 
http://msphumanitiesatiisb.weebly.com/ 
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Economics  

 
http://businessboomboom.weebly.com/ 

Business and Management 

 
http://induseconomics.weebly.com/ 

MSP-ICT 

 
http://msp-ict-iis-bangalore.weebly.com/ 

ICT-IGCSE/DP 

 
http://igcse-ibdp-iis-bangalore.weebly.com/ 
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Engage in Professional growth and leadership 

Insert feedback on the report or presentation you delivered to managers/colleagues – e.g. scanned notes, emails you received, etc. 

 
Note: My presentation to the manager and colleagues was with respect creation of open source 
curriculum website, which was accepted and with a serious of training and the teachers has 
completed the same. My line manager is Mr.Mohan Robert, as the school protocol all my email 
correspondence to the other senior is been made through him.  The duration of the CIE 
diploma start from February 2011 onwards 
Ms.Sunalini Benjamin – Curriculum Coordinator, Shruti Kotian – Activities Coordinator. 
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Step D  Promote and model digital citizenship and responsibility 

 
Reflections on having used ICT to engage with colleagues from a different institution to discuss the 
benefits of ICT in supporting teaching and learning  
Having a dialogue with different school in and around Bangalore, India I found that only top 
international schools have one laptop per child and strong internet connections. Most of the 
other schools do have one computer in the class connected to a LCD projector and it is more of 
a teaching tool and students do not get access to work with the computer in other subject 
periods. If they need to do any integration they need to wait at the computer period. Some 
school makes use of dialup connection for administrative purpose and are benefited in terms of 
communication and email. Some teachers do have their one internet connection which they 
make use of for researching and downloading of important resources and clips which they 
display on the LCD in the class room.  Teachers and students are making use of a number of 
ICT tools such as Blogs, Calendar, Files Type, search filters, Message, Notes and many other 
tools 

 
Reflections on having used ICT to engage with colleagues from another country to discuss the 
barriers that prevent some institutions in being able to embed ICT fully  
I have been interacting with a couple of teachers through various forums time and now, based 
on my needs and requirements. I was able to understand that worldwide schools are slowly 
turning out to one laptop per child all of them do have school network and WIFI but due to the 
huge cost of sustaining internet connection not all school does have the same. Schools that 
have a strong internet connection are great advantage as they are able to make use of the 
world of resources and web tools. I stand to understand that Google is been blocked in some of 
the schools where the teacher find it difficult to get the volume of resources that it can provide. 
 With the current world wide recession, parents are cutting cost on fees, schools are trying to 
cut cost in teachers training and investment in ICT and are unable to update technology and 
make the best use of what it has to offer. 
 
I was able to interact with teachers and students through the “Oracle Think Quest Competition” 
and the “Adobe Creative Competition”, through which I understand that most of the schools are 
well equipped with web based management in terms of creating websites, Posters, Collages, 
Clips, Animations etc and make their presence felt. The competition and creative skills of the 
students shared with across the globe. Students and teacher are very comfortable with 
uploading and downloading files and projects and can connect to different search engines for 
people to access. 
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Promote and model digital citizenship and responsibility 

Insert evidence of having used ICT to engage with colleagues from a different institution to discuss the benefits of ict in supporting teaching 
and learning e.g.: emails, screen dumps or screen shots from networking sites, etc. 
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Promote and model digital citizenship and responsibility 

Insert evidence of having used ICT to engage with colleagues from a different country to discuss the barriers that prevent some institutions 
from being able to fully embed ICT e.g.: emails, emails, screen dumps or screen shots from networking sites, etc. 
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Part B 

Reflective Report 

At the dawn of the information age, educational institutions the World over are exploring new 
opportunities thrown up by advancements in technology and experimenting with empowering 
education with technology. There is an absolute race for finding innovative ways to tap the 
potential of Information and Communication Technologies (ICT) in education. Under these 
circumstances, there is a need to formulate a long term vision for building up the information 
infrastructure and facilities of the schools so that they are adequately equipped at all times to 
integrate emerging paradigms in teaching practices and routine operations.  
  
The sets of discrete technologies need to be integrated and made available for access from a 
single platform or ‘Learning Management System’. The platform should be capable of 
transparently interacting with web services using standard protocols. For example, users could 
search the Curriculum Online portal of UK government from within the platform if this 
functionality is made available. Users should be able to create web logs (blogs) and Wikis, 
Messaging and Email services should be made available. Teachers and students must have 
access to digital content, suitably formatted and indexed for easy search and retrieval and 
facilities to organize and retrieve data, and engage in various alternative teaching/learning 
activities. An option that is available and gaining popularity is Moodle which is free and can be 
suitably configured for our needs. 
  
Opening unlimited access to the internet the child has to face risks. While attempts have been 
made in the US to introduce an Online Child Protection Act, it has been mired in controversy. 
Notwithstanding the legal provisions, it is essential to evolve our own measures for protecting 
children from coming in contact with undesirable elements and also visiting dubious sites. While 
technology and software solutions are available, there are no fool proof systems that cannot be 
bypassed by a really persistent child. At the same time, imposing severe restrictions or 
sanctions goes against the value system that we uphold. A comprehensive set of measures and 
policies are therefore been evolved to limit risks. Some of the measures planned are security 
settings and loading of monitoring software on the servers and individual machines, with 
control over administrator privileges. Blocking access to known harmful content. Subscription to 
services offering regular updated lists of undesirable links for automatically configuring 
restrictions or Manual monitoring of usage at the proxy server. Agreements to be signed by 
parents and students for code of conduct and to indemnify the school against misuse.  
Based on Gestalt theories, Affordance Theory has various implications for design, human-
computer interaction, ergonomics, visualization, etc. some believes that good design makes 
affordances explicit. A cognitive theory of multimedia learning based on three main 
assumptions: there are two separate channels (auditory and visual) for processing information; 
there is limited channel capacity; and this learning is an active process of filtering, selecting, 
organizing, and integrating information, based on prior knowledge.  
 
My proposal and presentation to my line managers were very productive. I had proposed a 
couple of ICT resources for classroom integration which was accepted and I was asked to take 
some workshops and classes for teacher which turned out to be worthwhile. Some teachers 
new about it some teacher adapted the same and made use of them in class.  The other main 
proposal of mine was to create a presentation for teachers’ open source curriculum website, 
which turned out to be very successful. As cost was a factor of consideration due to budgets for 
a large website, we made use of Weebly as it was free. The central website is a paid site which 
stores the main drivers that drive all other sites. All teachers found it to be very interesting and 
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helpful.  They uploaded their notes, exercise, worksheets, materials, lesson plan, unit plan, and 
question bank. This website was very helpful for the students and parents because whenever 
they need any requirements for the resources they can visit any subject website for the same. 
This also helps the teachers to refer whenever they need any revision for their subject.  
I was enthusiastic for this part of the CIE diploma where it opened me out to Interact with 
different schools locally, nationally and globally. I am beginning to realise the volume of 
opportunities that it can create in terms of sharing resources and skill. Teachers are seem to be 
willing almost everytime to share ideas for classrooms, exercise and worksheets, we were able 
to plan lessons together; small groups of students can share their knowledge nationally or 
internationally.  Teachers can mutually exchange their time and bring in virtual online lecturer 
from across the country through Skype which will makes it quite interesting for students. 
 Student groups can share resources, ideas and concepts and put together a common project 
online by creating a central website or by using collaborative tools. 
   
The internet provides an infinite number of resources for students to refer. Additionally it comes 
in different forms of movies, text, graphics, animation, forms, puzzles, quiz and many different 
ways. Storing and searching such as volumes of books, exercise, notes, and student’s projects 
can be stored, updated and quickly searched for as and when required. 
  
  
Worksheets of 10 pages of 25 students would be 250 pages per class; using ICT we can go 
green without having to stack piles of worksheets in shelf’s and table of the staffroom.  Old 
work could be accessed quickly with the search facilities. Most of the worksheets could be 
marked easily by comparing and by using of formulas and functions.  
 
 Teachers can send or upload softcopies of presentation, notes and worksheet to the whole 
group ID, before going to class. They are able to organise all students work into different 
folders and maintain them for entire academic year. Students can get deviated into games are 
other unwanted website, which can distracts the class and will not be able to focus on the class 
topic. With the help of OLPC and WIFI all students were able to access their work in their own 
laptop. Each individual student is able to work out the worksheets at their own pace and send it 
back to teachers before the deadline. Teachers can go around the class and can monitor each 
individual in the class. 
  
 The entire management, teachers, parents and students must understand the importance of 
using ICT for learning and should be able to promote it whole hearty.  Too much of internet 
access slows down the network and give limited access of sites and also limit the outcome of 
the students. 
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Additional evidence 

 
Please use this space for any additional evidence you wish to submit: 
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INDUS OPEN SOURCE WEBSITE  

NOTES ON PROFESSIONAL DISCUSSIONS  

21st Sept 2011 

External Access to school curriculum website  

www.indusblr.net       [Main Page] 

Direct access for subject resources 

www.indusblr.net\[msp or igcse or ibdp]\[1st 3 letter of subject] 

Internal Access of school curriculum 
In windows <Start><Run> Paste your address 

\\indusfs\indusblr   [Main Address] 

Direct access for subject resources 

\\indusfs\indusblr\[ibdp or igcse or msp]/[ 1st 3 letter of subject] 

 

Updating and Moderation of resources 

1.       The learning community at large can contribute to the website resources (Students, 
Parents and Others). They need to attach the copy to their mail or past the link in the mail 
and send it to the respective teachers. 

2.       All teachers are primarily allowed to copy their resources into the internal school resource 
bank. \\indusfs\indusblr\ibdp or igcse or msp]/ [1st 3 letter of the subject]. (Sat to Wed) 

3.       On Thursdays it gets moderated by the respective subject specialist (HOD). Delete files 
that are not to the required standards, appropriate or duplicated. 

4.        On Thursday evening the work will be uploaded on the internet server and the updated 
version will be accessible to all on www.indusblr.net. 

5.       Teachers / Departments can have their own respective web sites in Weebly / Moodle or 
any other places paid / nonpaid. The link of this page will be connected to the main page at 
www.indusblr.net. Teacher / Department also have the option to put your pages on the 
school web site over a period of time. 

6.       As free WebPages do not provide enough space to put up your work. You could have all 
you resources (Clips/Presentations/Documents/PDF/Podcast) and others on the school 
paid site.  

7.     Files uploaded on the school website can be access by providing a link to them in your 
website or they can be accessed directly be www.indusblr\[ibdp or IGCSE or MSP]/[1st 3 letter 
of the subject]]. 
 

 
 


